L.C.E. IS NO MORE

At a meeting of the membership of the League for Civil Education on the 26th of May the organization was formally dissolved. Three trustees were elected to wind up the outstanding business of the League as rapidly as possible.

The L.C.E. was chartered by the State of California in 1961 as a non-profit corporation to further the fight for civil rights among social variants. The editor of the Citizens News, Guy Strait was a founder of the organization and served as its president during three years.

The Citizens News, is in a sense, an outgrowth of the LCE in that the League published a newspaper, the LCE News for about two years. Until the League undertook to raise funds to file suit in court against the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control the LCE functioned with ever-growing influence.

The funds raised by the LCE were then turned over to what later proved to be attorneys interested in money only.

The law firm of Gladstein, Anderson, Leonard, and Sibbet after receiving the money turned exceedingly cool toward pursuing the case in court. The trustees are directed by the resolution of dissolution to attempt to secure the money and to put it to use in attempting to prove the unconstitutionality of the California Disorderly Conduct Law.

The last few months of the LCE were rife with charges of mismanagement of funds against the president and that he had run a dictatorial organization. In the last meeting of the LCE the president explained that an error in the financial statement was a result of a typographical mistake, and left out the item of printing that was paid for from his own pocket. In few words, it was immaterial because he did not expect to be repaid anyhow.

The last meeting of the LCE was the scene of a walkout by several new members who had been elected to the Board of Directors who had not been able to elect a new president. Mr. Strait publicly stated that he would not serve as president for another term.

The members who walked out then assembled to form a new organization that encompasses all the aims of the old LCE (Continued on Page 4)

MEMORIAL DAY PICNIC

It was a cold, foggy day in San Francisco on May 31st. It was the kind of day that nobody in their right mind would go to a picnic, but about 100 hardy souls still turned out for the annual picnic.

In San Francisco the big picnics are given at undisclosed places. Everyone buys a ticket and then meets at a central spot where the directions are passed out. This time the affair was held on a private beach in Marin County. There was 15 miles of private beach. It was necessary to drive about a half mile thru a ranch to come to the picnic area.

The day broke on the beach with fog so thick that it was impossible to see more than 100 feet. Nevertheless the picnic was held.

A pile of driftwood about 50 feet high and 100 feet in length formed a wind-break at a ravine. It was in this ravine that the camp fire was built and the food laid out.

40 cases of beer, 200 lbs of chicken, 50 pounds of hot dogs, 50 pounds of potato salad, 50 dozen buns and 100 hungry and thirsty picnickers made the primary feature of the day. (Continued on Page 4)
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It was 2 PM before the sun came behind the clouds, and by this time the affair had started to swing. Since the food and beer was bought to serve 200 people it was possible to get to the 100 there to consume it but they made good effort. Since the teamsters strike had been a scab and the boss that did the work was left over from the closing of the Black Cat and ranged in brands from lowdowns to some of the lesser brands. Tony of the Edgewater won the slip rope contest. His prize - a bottle of Budweiser. A sign that says: "VD can return trip everything was" a promise. The name of the new organization is not yet public but its members hard work has overcome the many obstacles in the way of such an organization.

The possibility of still more stumbling blocks in the wind. This would be extremely hard work and would function only in certain specific fields such as the establishment of private clubs; The holding of a scene Arts Ball at Hallooween and attempting to secure a greater participation of the Community merchants in the activities in the Community.

Notice of this organization will be held in the near future for those interested. The Citzens News will be the mouthpiece of the organizations active in the field of the Community and a full account of what is likely will exist between certain persons but they must be put aside. For the common good," said the former president of the C.R.C.

A bill intended to slap down "Undesirables" fund raising groups in Washington, D.C. came under attack itself in a sharply worded minority report.

The bill is "ill consider," nonenforcement and unconstitutional," nine members of the House District Committee declared.

"It is a danger to the people of the District of Columbia and should be rejected," they said.

The minority warned that the bill "is so poorly drafted... that it would forfeit hundreds of charitable and benevolent organizations from conducting legimate revenue raising activities in the territory.

Sponsored by Committee member John Dowdy, (D., texa), the bill's primary target is the Mattachine Society of Washington, an organization set up to protect homosexuals from discrimination.

The Society registered under the Solicitation Act in 1962, providing the warrant of Dowdy and triggering a hearing before a subcommittee. The bill would in effect limit the collection of funds for G.A.R., Anti-Vivisection, and similar organizations, all under the income tax, or any other money raised in the area of the District.

The day passed without any storms and large groups went to the beach. Some found secluded wind-free areas and took sun baths. The others established a poker game and some merely relaxed. Except for the inability of the supply truck to negotiate the deep sand on the beach everything was a delight.

The Clique
6115 N. Claussen
Oklahoma City

BUTCH IT UP

GENERAL

A two-star general of the United States Army has let that is strictly out of this world.

The tax payers of the US have provided Major General Alden E. Sibley with a silk tied bathroom.

The general said that this was an economy and assured Rep. McFall of California that the silk there cost less than the ceramic tile originally scheduled in this area.

This lush accomodation was disclosed when the general asked Congress to give him a budget of $245,000 to redecorate the Command headquarter.

Major General F.J. Clarke, director of military construction for the Army Engineers said that he found General Sibley's order "absolutely nothing elaborate or unusual." The Citzens News will be the mouthpiece of the organizations active in the field of the Community and a full account of what is likely will exist between certain persons but they must be put aside. For the common good," said the former president of the C.R.C.

The Citzens News will be the mouthpiece of the organizations active in the field of the Community and a full account of what is likely will exist between certain persons but they must be put aside. For the common good," said the former president of the C.R.C.

By Guy Strait, Editor

The military establishment of the United States has in no uncertain terms, ruled out participation of homosexuals in the defense of their country. If this, of course, is not that which the armed forces wish to retain their traditional values while a number of the armed forces may be persuaded to serve with murder with sin.

The Navy, in SecNAV 1620.1 takes only a slightly different view, calling homosexuality a military problem. However, insular as the individual is concerned, homosexuality is a medical problem because it is a condition, generally resulting from a state of mind, and the normal,mature,adult sexual development. While the psychiatric problem, on the other hand, is based on a complex of psychopathic conditions, not necessarily in the category of the legal and disciplinary spheres. Harry carsen, homophile, speaks for his people and accountable for their acts. Those who have committed homosexual offenses should be held accountable for the care of control. Likewise, no individual should be permitted to transgress the rights of others. All socially unacceptable sexual acts should be punished in direct proportion to the severity of the offense itself, even bearing in mind the dual purpose of military justice, (i.e. a deterrent, to maintain proper order and morale, and to serve as an example of industrial behavior. Each case needs careful, thorough, and individual study so that final action, or disposition will be in accordance with the latest accepted medical,sociological, and legal ideas, or the particular category into which it falls.

The Secretary of the Navy in calling for the "latest accepted medical,sociological, and legal ideas" has evidence of the confrontation with evidence of()){eommission of homosexual acts on the part of a service member. Homosexuality is primarily a medical problem because it is a state of mind and the normal,mature,adult sexual development. While the psychiatric problem, on the other hand, is based on a complex of psychopathic conditions, not necessarily in the category of the legal and disciplinary spheres. Harry carsen, homophile, speaks for his people and accountable for their acts. Those who have committed homosexual offenses should be held accountable for the care of control. Likewise, no individual should be permitted to transgress the rights of others. All socially unacceptable sexual acts should be punished in direct proportion to the severity of the offense itself, even bearing in mind the dual purpose of military justice, (i.e. a deterrent, to maintain proper order and morale, and to serve as an example of industrial behavior. Each case needs careful, thorough, and individual study so that final action, or disposition will be in accordance with the latest accepted medical,sociological, and legal ideas, or the particular category into which it falls.
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THREE CLASSES OF HOMOSEXUALS

1. CLASS I: Those cases where a member of the Air Force, engaged in or proposed to perform any sexual acts associated with homosexuality or simply associated with persons known to him to be homosexuals, but there is no evidence that he has, while a member of the Air Force, engaged in or proposed to perform any sexual acts of homosexuality.

2. CLASS II: Those cases where a member of the Air Force has engaged in one or more homosexual acts, or has proposed or attempted to perform an act of homosexuality which they have conducted as consummated or consummating acts and engaged in with a person known to him to be homosexual, regardless of whether the minor cooperated through force, fraud, or actual intimidation or where the consent was obtained without the minor, regardless of whether the minor cooperated.

3. CLASS III: Those cases where a member of the Air Force has engaged in one or more homosexual acts or has proposed or attempted to perform an act of homosexuality which they have conducted as consummated or consummating acts and engaged in with a person known to him to be homosexual, but there is evidence that the minor cooperated through force, fraud, or actual intimidation or where there is evidence that the consent was obtained with the minor, regardless of whether the minor cooperated.

CLASS II: "Discharge Under Conditions Other than Honorable" means that the accused airman is entitled to request or waive, in writing, the following privileges:

1. I have been informed by my commander that he is initiating action against me under AFR 35-06 (Class II). I further advised me that since an airman recommended for an administrative discharge he will also determine the type of discharge to be issued to me.

2. I state that military counsel has been made available to me, and that I was notified of my right to request or waive, in writing, the following privileges. He further advised me that since an airman recommended for an administrative discharge he will also determine the type of discharge to be issued to me.

3. I voluntarily sign this statement of my own free will. I have retained a copy of this statement.

NOTE: too many years ago an establishment called "Harley's" was raided in San Mateo, California. There a man was acquitted of assaulting a woman.

Potential discharge of a military organization that has 20,000 members; there is the fear of publicity that evidently none of the others have applied for a change; we know of none that have had another chance later, he has another chance later, he

STATEMENT OF CLASS II AIRMAN WAIVING BOARD HEARING

SUBJECT: Waiver of Board Hearing:

TO: (Discharge Authority)

I. Have been informed by my commander that he is initiating action against me under AFR 35-06 (Class II). I further advised me that since an airman recommended for an administrative discharge he will also determine the type of discharge to be issued to me.

2. I state that military counsel has been made available to me, and that I was notified of my right to request or waive, in writing, the following privileges. He further advised me that since an airman recommended for an administrative discharge he will also determine the type of discharge to be issued to me.

3. I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a board of officers. I "can't" (am not) submitting statement of class II, but I need evidence that if the discharge authority approves the recommendation for an administrative discharge he will also determine the type of discharge to be issued to me.

4. It further understood that if an Undesirable Discharge is issued to me, that such discharge will be under other conditions than honorable, but as a result of such discharge I may be deprived of many of the same rights, privileges, and benefits, and that I may expect to find myself in an uncomfortable position in a civil life where the service rendered by any of the Armed Forces or the type of discharge received thereafter may have a prejudicial effect.

5. I voluntarily sign the statement of my own free will. I have retained a copy of this statement.

(Signature of Airman)

Typewritten, AF, SN, grade, USAF

NOTE: see Statement of Class II Airman (identical with that called for in the Army and Navy) is a clear understanding of what is called for.

Persons receiving Undesirable Discharges forfeit these rights:

1) Unemployment compensation for which they have contributed during their service and as private citizens.

2) Payment into the services, for instance a man may have worked for five years in an honest life and contributed (or at least his employer contributed) to unemployment compensation. He may have earned the service for 90 days and receive an Undesirable Discharge. Under the rules of the rank it is then not qualified to draw unemployment benefits because of an honorable discharge.

2) Any person discharged under less than honorable conditions, in California, is unable to secure a license for the following: Hairdresser, barber, second hand store operator, attorney, pit machine operator, or in fact anything requiring a license, but a driver's license and that will come next.

It is with these rights of the recipient of an Undesirable Discharge that we are concerned.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL

In a recent case of class III, the provision is unconstitutional in that a man has been punished sometimes for acts which are to be considered as an exercise of the Uniform Code of Military Justice and may be punished for acts that were absolutely legal then they were committed.

This may be very light punishment (a general or an honorable discharge) but it is nevertheless a punishment and is unquestionably Illegal. However we are sure that it will not receive the approval of the Congress.

SUBSTANTIAL PREJUDICE

Paragraph 4 of the Statement of Class II Airman (identical with that called for in the Army and Navy) is a clear understanding of what is called for.

U.D. CAN BE CHANGED?

After coercion and threats of publicity have failed, the investigator shall be a part of a military organization that has 20,000 members, the services will attempt to court-martial any person who has received a UD. It may generally be said that any person who has received a UD is condemned to mental and semi-skilled labor, though there are some notable exceptions to the contrary.

(Continued on Page 8)
This does not include those persons who are determined by the Armed Forces as being homosexual. For a person to have indications of his sexual tendencies to the extent that he may be considered a homosexual, he would have to be considered as being homosexual. This questionnaire does not provide a basis for determining whether a person is homosexual or not on the basis of the questionnaires received by the Selective Service System.

Around The World

In New Orleans a place is now in operation in keeping with the spirit of the old Canal Street Club, and a well known figure in that city has opened a place called "The Chicago House." On opening night, May 29th, the famous Aunt Jemima was one of the pioneers. Miss Graham is a very popular entertainer in that city and is well known also to some of the other Gulf Coast and inland spots.

In keeping with New Orleans the dress is "cool and tinge" please.
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This does not include those persons who are determined by the Armed Forces as being homosexual. For a person to have indications of his sexual tendencies to the extent that he may be considered a homosexual, he would have to be considered as being homosexual. This questionnaire does not provide a basis for determining whether a person is homosexual or not on the basis of the questionnaires received by the Selective Service System.

The Chicago House has become a place of the com­mon, friendly type of entertainment. There is always a well appointed accom­modation and a well appointed bar, the an­cient covered piera and the lounge are all available for the guests' en­joyment. Chicago House has established a very friendly custom and formality, and there is no reason why the found friends should join to then for the morning coffee klatch and that afternoon cocktail parties.

The Rock Poster are very colorful and festive. They are the annual blessing of the rock poster people for the week­end of June 28.

For the visitors to the Fair, the New York State has initiated an art program. They are located as shown on the map. There is a central loca­tion for the rock poster people. There are also the latest copies of the CITIZENS NEWS and the Handkerchief.

And on June 20 the Daugh­ters of the American Civil War will participate in civil­ian events in that city.

Person's and organizations are preparing a label to be used as a tag for the Chicago House. The label is to be "Swish" and will in­clude the names of the individuals it is to be held in a large and well appointed accom­modation. Such persons and orga­nizations should contact the Chicago House for the latest information.

This does not include those persons who are determined by the Armed Forces as being homosexual. For a person to have indications of his sexual tendencies to the extent that he may be considered a homosexual, he would have to be considered as being homosexual. This questionnaire does not provide a basis for determining whether a person is homosexual or not on the basis of the questionnaires received by the Selective Service System.

Tell them nothing.

Name

Rank

Serial number

City (continued from Page 2)

News

We are unable to determine who has access to any records of pre-induction questionnaires where a person of the Armed Forces is available to any law enforcement of­fice as well as, by devious means, bonding companies, de­main offices, and for all practical purposes anyone who might even be vaguely interested.

HOW TO AVOID
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WHY
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The New York Academy of Medicine's Committee on Public Curiosity wishes to be cured — otherwise statements are made in the New York Academy of Medicine's report that homosexuality is unlikely. We wish to be cured, otherwise statements are made of the report with more comments by Dr. Perry on the report, written by New York's Medicine's Committee on Public Curiosity. We wish to be cured, otherwise statements are made of the report that homosexuality is unlikely.

The Associated Press evidently picked up the TIMES article verbatim as the same inaccuracies appeared in the DAILY POST and other papers under the AP dateline.

The New York Academy of Medicine's Society of New York is, of course, a completely autonomous organization of home- and heterosexuals, and it has no branches anywhere. But the TIMES is the staunch old lady of the New York press world, and so much, claim privileges. These privileges should include misrepresentation, especially of Dr. Perry, who has a reputation for that honorific, the final authority on every subject. Calling their attention to the inaccuracies in their summation of the Society. To date this has not been printed.

A caller to the office who refused to give his name, but who was otherwise a correspondent, wrote that the TIMES article was written, Newsweek's Medicine editor asked for and received New York Mattachine Literature and interview of the President of the Society. They also covered the report on a public meeting and included a photo of the meeting with the report.

The Associated Press evidently picked up the TIMES article verbatim as the same inaccuracies appeared in the DAILY POST and other papers under the AP dateline.

The jury deliberated 40 minutes before returning the verdict.

The New York Academy of Medicine's Society of New York, an organization devoted to the welfare of its customers in the field of the healthy operation of their businesses, have announced that they will now tolerate minorities in their places and instead of curing them away will build them as they can without charge. The Society of New York's Board of Directors has not been print-

The Post, evidently feeling the moral world was in need of the report itself, referred to Dr. Perry, and found the times report as the final point of their story. In this latter edition they dropped the final two paragraphs of the story which outlined the report itself, and just carried Doctor Perry's statement, with one mention of the Academy, in the report, written by New York Academy of Medicine's Committee on Public Curiosity, with a disappointed note. It hung up the phone. Thus died one more piece of yellow journalism from that 'deadset' old lady on 43rd Street.
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Trade Fair In L. A.

Roman's Fair and Merchants Exhibition will be held Sunday afternoon and evening on June 28th, at Races Auditorium, 1328 North Vermont Avenue, Hollywood, California. The Races Auditorium is one block north of Sunset Blvd. on Vermont.

The idea and the theme of Roman's Fair is to bring a closer relationship to the merchants and to better acquaint as many people as possible with the various business outlets and their particular commodities.

The Physique Model Studios in the area will supply the models, and several other models have registered to appear independently. Wardrobes will be supplied by the men's shops in this area with further additions from San Francisco and San Diego.

All the models will double up in representation of various bars in this area. Some of all types of dress - from leather to lace - will be on view.

A cocktail lounge will be open on the premises and a number of the bars are pooling their efforts to provide a free buffet. Several door prizes will be awarded. This will include subscriptions to the CITIZENS NEWS, Lavender Lexicons, as well as valuable prizes from the various merchants.

(Continued Col 1 Page 2)

A.B.C. Change

Malcom Harris, California head of the liquor law enforcement is quitting as a Director of the Department of Alcoholic Beverages. Control to go to work for the Distilled Spirits Institute of Washington, D.C.

Harris said that he will submit his resignation to Governor Brown effective July 19. The following day he will take over as director of field activities for the institute. He was paid one of the highest salaries of all the appointive officers in Sacramento at $19,000 a year. His new position is to pay a 'substantially higher' salary. The institute is the national trade organization of the distilling industry.

The 41-year old father of three has registered to appear independently. Wardrobes will be supplied by the men's shops in this area with further additions from San Francisco and San Diego.

All the models will double up in representation of various bars in this area. Some of all types of dress - from leather to lace - will be on view.

A cocktail lounge will be open on the premises and a number of the bars are pooling their efforts to provide a free buffet. Several door prizes will be awarded. This will include subscriptions to the CITIZENS NEWS, Lavender Lexicons, as well as valuable prizes from the various merchants.

(Continued Col 1 Page 2)
Page 2

ROVING REPORT

"And at the Edgewater Hotel came to Ebenezer's rendezvous in the management level. Seems as if a new room clerk decided it would take too long to see all the green stuff and went somewhere north and east and has been heard of since.

And again a silver lining because they now have one of the most personalable of the 21st hour clubs on the N.O. **Back to the tenderloin...**

Some of the independent business men who have frequented Hollywood Blvd and Salma are now not too happy now that the next time they come to **S** for that long hour of all sorts (and there is no word on business) of oddballs, goofballs, and hustlers and just plain dirt-cheap Compos is closing ever night at 9:30. We comment from the manage-

(Continued from P 1 Col 1) 43

All this was done by her and friends pledging to raise the amount necessary. Since the death on June 6th, Carol's friends (many in the enter-

(Continued from P 1 Col 3) 43

ment business) have gotten together and are donating to a Carol Berg Memorial. This is a very personal business.

If you remember Carol and raising the issues about running off the necessary funds to cut-off - two or three days at a time - he was superior.

Don't know the ad-

address of any state official that has your posture - even with its inevitable insincerity-can deliver it to the person at the Capitol. Letter writing is also the excellent outlet for feelings of frustration at our overmodulated...
The California Assembly on March 25th received a program entitled "The Clergyman and Illness". The program was presented by the 130 people in attendance at the conference.

Dr. David L. Rodgers told the audience that he would be discussing the middle ages as "an era of horrible sin--it should not be put into words by Christians."

In the twenties century it is considered as "not good, but we must try to think of it as not bad, in a moral sense."

About one-fourth of all psychotherapists if they are "highly motivated, but this is a very big lift," the intern said.

"Contrary to the prevailing opinion, there is no monomor, moral, speech or attitude which is measurable or reliable. The only way to find out if a person is a deviant is by interviewing them."

Dr. Douglas Cartwright, director of the PMC psychoanalytic outpatient clinic said, "The DPS pure and simple is not a valid test, it is not physiologically, anatomically, psychologically or scientifically realistic."

This fiction is partly responsible for poisoning the discussion of homosexuality. Society is frequently influenced by the idea that "clianges sexual behavior among those who accept it as normal."

And the language of deviant and suppressors alike attest to the relative ill health of society.

The Presbyterian Medical Center of San Francisco presented the following statistics of the 130 people in attendance at the conference.

WANTED-Call 444-8134 for information regarding the position. Wages $5 to $7 per hour.
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MINISTER SPEAKS OUT

author talks in ny

Severnd Richard B. Wood of the Church of the First Congregational of New York and author of Christ and the Homosexual, issued a challenge to all the Churches that homosexuals corrupt youth. This is not true, but I am not going to try to educate the whole world. I can be on the arts.

For example, the problem of the music on the Church boards simply to communicate with the homosexuals, and to try to find ways to minister to the homosexual, and to make him an active part of the Church, but they find only homosexual moral wrong, but which the Church of poten
tially valuable ministers and missionaries.

1) The Church must encourage the adoption of the Wolfenden Report and the Illinois Code, and the Church should educate its mem

2) The Church should set up workshops and seminars to try to find ways to minister to the homosexual, and to make him an active part of the Church.

3) The Church has an obligation to defend the human dignity and civil liberties of the homosexual.

4) The Church must abolish its present policy of preventing homosexuals from entering the Church, but they find only homosexual moral wrong, but which the Church of poten
tially valuable ministers and missionaries.

5) The Church should encourage the adoption of the Wolfenden Report and the Illinois Code, and the Church should educate its mem

6) The homosexual must recognize his need for the Church, and the Church must rededicate itself to the homosexual. The Church should examine the moral validity of homosexu

7) The Church should recognize the moral validity of homosexuality as a way of life, and the Church should also recognize the moral validity of homosexu

8) The Church should realize its responsibility to preserve educational materials and provide counseling for high school and college students who find themselves faced with the problem of homosexuality, either in themselves or in others; in the pulpit, in the pulpit, in the pulpit, and in the pulpit.

9) The Church should refuse to put its investment funds into companies that have a policy against hiring or advancing homosexuals; and the Church its need for the homosexual.
**KENNETH REXROTH**

**About the Homosexual**

In homosexual country, Washington has a county prosecutor who believes that bookstores selling erotic materials are subject to city zoning laws. He reflects that in Washington, D.C., where he was born, there were only twelve thousand residents, but in Washington, D.C., there are now more than a million. The city has grown so much that it is now competing with New York and Los Angeles for the dollars of the American people. He feels that the city has become too big to handle, and that it is now necessary to have a county prosecutor to deal with such matters.

**MICHICLE EMCEES**

**CAROL BERG MEMORIAL**

**BENEFIT**

Druids Hall June 22

 TICKETS $2.00

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

$3.50

---

**SEATTLE HAS SMUT**

A small publication in Los Angeles has written that in Illinois, a law making a laudatory mention of a sex act illegal. Don't you for a minute believe this. The boy in blue there on Rush Street is doing a thriving business, with the Patricia Wagon hailing those who have thought that his look was an invitation.

---

**AROUND THE WORLD**

The place has been completely remediated and their boast of the longest bar in the world, the lighting of this place is such that it is more likely to bend down and kiss, even in such people as 'The Senator'.

---

**PICNIC NEAR L.A.**

The 4th of July will see one of our most active sex freedom organizations entertaining with a picnic. This is not open to the general public and tickets will not be sold in any public place.

---

**ODD BODKINS**

a small publication in Los Angeles has written that in Illinois, a law making a laudatory mention of a sex act illegal. Don't you for a minute believe this. The boy in blue there on Rush Street is doing a thriving business, with the Patricia Wagon hailing those who have thought that his look was an invitation.

---

**BOY, DO I HATE HOMEWORK AND HUMANS!**

EVEVREWHERE I TURN THERE ARE PEOPLE CALLING 'HERE-BOY, I HATE IT!'

---

**DAN O'NEILL**

---

---

---

---

---
Bail Bond Tryout

One of the biggest punishments suffered by those who have been entangled in the web of bail bond system is raising a bail bond. Innocent and guilty alike are punished. The mechanics of this are simple: a person is arrested and is not released until he has posted bail as set by the judge or contacts bail bondsman who posts the bail for him for 10% cash. This amount is never returned and is a premium to the bondsman for the use of his money until the case is settled. This bail as posted by the bondsman is in the form of treasury notes evidencing interest for the bondsman. Therefore he has only getting 10% premium for his money he is also getting 6% interest.

Any judge who is qualified to hear a case can set the bail for the persons involved. This means that a judge of the municipal court can set bail on a case on his own cognizance if he so desires. He is not so pure as to wish to antagonize the bail bondsman and allow people to go free even if the case against them is weak and he is sure that the accused will stand trial. The purpose of bail is to assure the court that the accused will not skip country while he awaits trial.

There are movements in some states to abolish the bail system and to make certain qualifications such as length of residence, personal employment, etc., the only requirements for going free from jail without bail in the misdemeanor and lesser charges. However it may come as a surprise to many of those of the trusted and self-proclaimed "black sheep" of this country such as Gov. Brown of California and the Attorney General, Stanley Mosk, are violently opposed to this.

It may well be that their opposition is based on the powerful lobby mounted by the law enforcement agencies and the bail bondsmen. It is no secret that these two have, in their past, combined to block a similar move.

The Ford Foundation, fully aware of the slow moving and political hot-potato of this legislation, has decided to enter into the picture with a series of poll projects to prove that bail is not a necessary evil as is shown in course.

Oakland, California has been selected as one of the police cities for this experiment. The Foundation has set aside $100,000 to post bail without interest or charges. The police will have the power to appear for trial regardless of bail. They have appointed a committee to decide who is to be depended upon and will in those cases post bail.

This naturally is opposed by the municipal judges who feel that they can do the same thing without cost to anyone so they desire.

The Ford Foundation will be on ever free of politics and is working with the county Sheriff's office, the bail bondsmen and the law enforcement officers.

If this movement does well they will expand this program to other counties. The mechanics are ironed out and personal becomes available.

Possibly by this time our beloved freedom fighters such as Gov. Brown and Atty General Mosk will no longer be soPrime and will cut their losses and get together and look for ways that they have been told in for too much time.

Nearest place in town, to be a distribution point for the Citizens News in Millings Variety Store. Ice Cream Parlour on Geary Street. 9111 Billing offices (in other cities they have a number of places of the kind of the place has been selling any copies of the News that we have been able to get. The statistics about the percentage that we have thought it as about 65% but now it looks more like a increase to 91%.

As it is at 4th and Harrison every cloud has a silver lining. The long frog the beer strike has more effect on people than it has on the tip of tap beer.

There will not be sold to this affair. Although the last strike was only about 100 it will not be handled.

ROVING REPORT

Two big events are in the wind for the immediate future here in San Francisco.

On the 22d of June the big memorial day celebration with Carol Berg is to be presented at the Roxy Ballroom of one of the largest aggregations of talent in a long time and is expected to explode with pop music the talent presented at Stidger's. The tickets are $2.00 with the Diamond Forever films, the latest and all available at the The Citizens News. One wonders what the magic of the Roxy will do in this event.

The noon hour of the 4th will bring on the picnic at the Roxy for the entire balance of the day.

The balcony of the Strand has, over the last few years, been a scene of constant police activity. Recently the methods of arrest have varied somewhat. One officer plays 'kneesies' with one man before he pulls out his tin brolin. In another he is able to observe others in acts that he considers legal.

The Strand was the scene of the one that led to one of the stiffest fines that have come to one of the strong acts that have come to pass in this country. The police have had to hold off the violence of the law in some parts.

Next nearest place in town, to be a distribution point for the Citizens News in Millings Variety Store. Ice Cream Parlour on Geary Street. 9111 Billing offices in other cities they have a number of places of the kind of the place has been selling any copies of the News that we have been able to get. The statistics about the percentage that we have thought it as about 65% but now it looks more like an increase to 91%.

Can a man sink so deeply into depravity he has no hope left?

The answer can be found in the new book by

SHERBROKE PRESS

Confessions Of A Male Prostitute

told as to John O'Day, with psychological evaluation by Dr. Leonamae Andrus

A MALE PROSTITUTE is a man who performs sexual acts - any kind of sexual acts for money. Such a person is usually young, often beginning his life of sin at a very early age. Such a beginning has two attributes that set him into male prostitution: good looks and an extraordinary physical endowment. These endowments led him on a career that at first looked promising but which soon turned downward, leaving him empty shell of a man, friendless, alone, and without hope.

CONFESSIONS OF A MALE PROSTITUTE is one of the most shocking volumes ever written about the lives of men who prostitute themselves. The life lived by Charles C-- is in itself a fascinating, shocking and西北史ically significant story. His account, so handled, so written, so honest, so candid, will illuminate, it is hoped, the heads of young and the acts that occurred in his life that kept him on that path, even when he saw that the soft fate in store for himself was misery, degradation and shame. This book is a MUST for anyone with an interest in the sex industry.

CONFESSIONS OF A MALE PROSTITUTE can be ordered from SHERBROKE PRESS

7835 Heloise Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90046

Enclose $0.00 for each copy desired. California residents add 43 tax.

LAVENDER LEXICON

Dictionary of Terms and Phrases, gay, lesbian & associates

471 mina

San Francisco

$2.00
GET YOUR NEW-NEW LAVENDER BAEDERKER NOW!

A GUIDEBOOK TO ALL THE INTERESTING PLACES IN THE U.S.A.

$3.50
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By Mail, first class, postage paid from Strait and Associates, 471 Minna, San Francisco.